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ASERL & WRLC Endorse Big Ten Academic Alliance’s Resource Sharing Statements
Consensus on Future Tools, New Services

(June 18, 2019) – The Association of Southeastern Research Libraries (ASERL) and the Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC) have jointly endorsed several statements developed by the Big Ten Academic Alliance (BTAA) to guide the development of future library resource sharing services and tools. The statements are publicly available on the BTAA website, https://www.btaa.org/library/libraries.

A Common Vision for Future Tools
Two of the reports endorsed by ASERL and WRLC are “Next Generation Discovery to Delivery: A Vision” and “Next Generation Resource Delivery: Management System and UX Functional Requirements.” These reports provide both high-level visionary statements for improving future technologies and details about specific functions and features that BTAA, ASERL and WRLC expect to be included in such tools and services. See https://www.btaa.org/library/discover-to-deliver/reports for the full texts.

“Our colleagues in the Big Ten have provided excellent direction for our libraries and our vendor-partners as we seek new and better ways to share resources with our library partners and our users in a rapidly changing environment,” commented Anne Prestamo, Dean of Libraries at Florida International University and President of ASERL’s Board of Directors. “We will use the vision and requirements outlined in these reports as our yardstick to determine how resource sharing technologies measure up.”

“ASERL and WRLC members share the vision for a unified, simple, and streamlined user experience for discovering needed library items all the way through to having options for having the items delivered in an intuitive, efficient manner,” commented Geneva Henry, Dean of Libraries and Academic Innovation at George Washington University and Chair of the WRLC Library Directors Council.

Getting to “Maybe” with Loaning Specialized Collections
Additionally, ASERL and WRLC have endorsed BTAA’s “Principles and Protocols for Interlibrary Loan of Special Collections Materials.” Libraries have traditionally been very protective of the rare and specialized materials they have amassed in their collections, typically requiring remote users to travel to the home library rather than loaning the specialized items to another library as they would for non-specialized items. In April 2018, BTAA published a set of principles and protocols that would allow the loan of some specialized materials under
controlled conditions – typically for supervised, in-library use, with specialized shipping and handling of materials between locations. See https://bit.ly/2HZiSws for the full text.

“One of the factors that distinguishes a research library is the rare and unique materials it has collected over time,” commented John Burger, Executive Director of ASERL. “We consider it to be a prime directive for libraries: Enable as much use of the collections as we can. These principles and protocols represent an important new step in that direction.”

A Longstanding Partnership
ASERL and WRLC libraries have enjoyed a reciprocal resource sharing agreement since 2013 that enables patrons at any of the 47 ASERL/WRLC institutions to have no-cost, priority access to content held within the group of research libraries.

About ASERL
Founded in 1956, the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries has 38 institutional members in 11 states and other partnerships across the country. By working together, ASERL members provide and maintain top-quality resources and services for the students, faculty, and citizens of their respective communities. www.aserl.org.

About WRLC
Established in 1987, the Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC) enables the success of learning and scholarship among its nine partner universities by creating coordinated collections, creating a robust infrastructure for discovery and access, ensuring the long-term preservation of physical and digital information resources and sharing expertise. www.wrlc.org
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